highest level of this sport rather than just
go there to watch the game.

Name: Yoko Okazaki

Do you attend the World
Championships to be the best, or is it
more for fun and a great experience?

Nationality: Japan
Time Spent in the
Sport: 12
Home Drop Zone:
Skydive Airkix
(Peterborough ,
England) at the
moment, traveling
jumper - some in
USA, some in Europe.
Home Wind Tunnel :
Airkix, England
(Milton Keynes)
Occupation(s):
Pro skydiver and
tunnel coach
Marital Status:
Married
Children : Luna aged
16 months

To be the best, if I put this much time
and effort, I would like to see what I can
do and hopefully inspire others.

Where you interested in Freestyle
from the beginning of your
jumping career? From the very
beginning.

Did you start jumping in Japan? No, started

in Picton, Sydney in Australia. I always wanted to
fly since I was a kid and especially performing
gracefully as I was a ballerina and a gymnast
from my younger days. I didn’t start until I
finished my studies and at the time my friend
from university was jumping in Sydney. I thought
it would be nice to start in a beautiful country
like Australia. It was the right choice.

Why is there no wind tunnel in Japan?

There are still many countries with no wind
tunnel and Japan is just one of them. I actually
have worked on building one a while ago and
did some research and found out that Japanese
people like to “see” the sport, but not so much
“do” it. I have to see when is the right time to
open one in Japan. I would love to be involved
in it.

You are the current World Freestyle
Champion , have you held that title more
than once? Yes three times. I’m not a current

one as I have a baby and couldn’t compete with
my big belly. I would love to be back to the game
again.

How many World Championships have
you competed in? 8-10 including World

Games, World Air Games, World Cup.

Can you please describe your free routine
in terminology we can all understand!:

Exit, carving into closed legs head down spin, to
eagle, daffy spin with hands up, another eagle
with twists & mustang flat spin, going to out facing
carving, turns, then track away on my head.

How have you come to develop some of these
moves? Any inspiration or evolution? I call

it Shrikane. It’s a very sharp knife tool used
by Ninja – Japanese spy many centuries ago.
Another one is called Kiri. It’s a closed legs
head down spin. You can see the each move on
my web site.

Are you a competitive person by nature?

Not really, more like a performer. I just love to
perform since I was a kid. The reason I went to
the first comp was simply because I wanted to
see what is going on in this sport and thought
it will be the best way to complete to see the
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How did you come to be in a
team with your husband? After

making one training jump with him. I
actually had a different cameraman
at the time, but Axel started to say
that it would be nice to make a team
together. We were dating already at
the time and I didn’t like the idea to make a
team with my partner. I thought it will affect on
our relationship. It really did, we went through
some rough times, but it ended up making our
relationship stronger. Lucky us.

How do you feel about the possibility of
the IPC combining the Men and Women
Freestyle and competing against the males?

I personally don’t like the idea because I like
the elegant style, which is not necessarily a
performance to compete against the malelike powerful and aggressive flying style. I’m
sure you can compete with male if you change
your flight style and do whatever necessary to
win, but that is not my intention and I rather
not do so. So I have to decide if I should keep
competing and change my style, or keep my
style and show my performance in different
ways, that’s what I’m actually working on at
the moment. I competed enough and still
could, I still think I have enough energy, but I
have to follow my heart. I spoke to some other
freestylists and most of them didn’t like the
idea. So I actually wrote a proposal to the IPC
but it got rejected.

Do you plan to become a Freestyle judge in
the future? Yes.
Has Skydiving been your life for a long
time? Yes, only since 1998, but I’ve been going

strong in those eleven years.

Have you al ways worked in the industry?

Not always, but I started half way through and it
will be until I decide to slow down.

Do you have any other professions/talents?

I write articles for Japanese magazines, I enjoy
being creative.
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Now I’m a skydiver and can actually know that this dream can be
true, not only flying the formation, but also flying more beautiful
and creative. I’ve dreamt about it so often and now it’s time to
start.

What projects have you got on the go, or planned? Sky Show. I
wanted to start this “human body flying performance” for a long
time but never made time for it and finally did a small version
of it at Empuriabrava, Spain in last September with our friends.
I call this project “AXIS21 - Sky performance project” and what
we do is make some beautiful routine, fly in beautiful body
position in matching suits with music we like, and make a sky
performance show and inspire people. I would like to continue
regularly. It’s hard to explain with the photos, so I need to upload
the short movies we made on our website sometime soon.
Did you jump while your were pregnant with Luna? Yes.
She was on the Brit Chick jumps in 2007, so I’d say she is a
skydiver already without choice. (Hope you are ok with it, Luna!)
And after she was born, did you get straight back in the
air? Kind of. I started flying in the tunnel within a month and a
Tell us about all your tunnel camps,
coaching and other projects. I host a tunnel camp once a

month and some small ones here and there. I coach in the
UK and travel to coach all over the world. I was in Australia in
January, which was a great honor and I had a great time with all
the cool flyers.
What I coach is not only techniques, but also how to plan, the
proper mindset, how to image train and how to meditate etc. It all
depends what students want to learn. Ask me anything you would
like to know, I’m happy to help to the best of my ability.

If you are the best in the world, who do you get
coaching or advice from? Anybody who gives me advice, from

my students, skydiver friends, family etc. At the end, I follow my
heart. I couldn’t afford much coaching, so I taught myself for a
long time, but I know now that having coaches accelerates the
progression.

Do you have any heroes in the sport? Chifumi Sakakibara,
former female medal winning freestylist. I watched her
performance a few months after I started and that experience
changed my life, so she is my hero always. Omar Alhegelan,
former male freestyle and freefly medal winning flyer. I was
training in Eloy, Arizona in the USA at his home DZ, so I had some
opportunities to get some help. He is simply a great natural flyer
who really gave me goose bumps with his performance. There are
many more, but I can’t mention them all.
Is there more Freestyle in you? Yes, always. I don’t think it
will ever stop. That’s why I’m working on my performance show. I
cannot wait to fly it with other cool flyers.
What jumps are you most interested in doing these days?

Group performance. I had the image in my head even before
starting skydiving, which is people flying together like the birds by
making a formation.

half, then went back to the sky. I couldn’t believe how my body
changed, everything got loose especially around my belly… hard
to believe that it went back to normal again. Thank God.

How do you feel about Luna growing up on drop zones and
around skydivers? I didn’t like the idea at first as there are some

‘no-nos’ at the DZ, but the advantages outweigh them. After
spending time at the DZ often, I know that Luna loves hanging
out with people, spending time in the nature, seeing the sky and
the airplanes. I don’t know how Luna takes it from now on, but
for now, I think it is special in her life. I would like to keep a good
balance with other activities as well. I will be totally happy if she
decides to be in the house knitting or something, just hope she
finds what she loves.

Do you have any advice for up-and-coming Freestylers?

Freestyle is no more “flying by yourself and a cameraman filming
you”. It’s mutual flying with your team mate, you may need to
keep a nice body position to make the performance look perfect,
but you also need to fly with him/her. Freefly and freestyle are
getting closer, but for now freestyle is one performer and one
cameraman, meaning you can show your own style. Tennis,
figure skating, ballet, trampoline etc. are sports with a “single
performer” and a very powerful way of showing who you are.
Enjoy yourself, find out who you are and present it in a nice,
beautiful, powerful way. Once you have found your own style and
can fly with others, you enjoy flying in a group even more.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me
anytime. I’m here for you and hope to be flying with you all
someday.
Email: yoko@axsis21.tv
Web: www.axis21.tv
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